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DIRECTOR’S INTENTION NOTE 

A subversive spirit pervades Señorita, I think, much like it does the main character 
Donna/Sofia. Señorita plays like a noir melodrama, albeit trading ominous shadows 
for candy-colored tones (which likely betrays my fondness of Fassbinder’s Lola). 
Theme-wise, Señorita unabashedly borrows from classic noir: a wayward woman 
(oftentimes the femme fatale) runs away from a dubious past that inevitably catches 
up with her.  But I wanted to do it a little differently: this time, the femme fatale is a 
transgender woman. More importantly, the femme fatale – more than simply the 
cause of the unwitting hero’s downfall – becomes the emotional center of the story.  

It’s a bold move, I believe, in contemporary Philippine cinema, wherein the few 
representations of transgender women reduce them to cross-dressing buffoons or 
fixate on their sexuality. The notion of a transgender Filipino woman involved in 
sex work is not uncommon, and that is how Donna/Sofia starts out but, in the 
course of Señorita, she also becomes a mother and, in her own way, a political 
agent. The funny thing is that Donna, as she finds herself in the company of men 
(from young Tomas to Doc Pepe Holganza to her client Verano), becomes her own 
woman.  

A psychologically complex and morally conflicted woman, to be exact, and I have 
to give credit where it is due. Bree Daniels, as played by Jane Fonda in Klute, is a 
key influence on Donna/Sofia. Both are women divided in half. On the surface, 
they attempt to play it clean but can’t help giving in to the lure of danger and 
darkness.  This internal tug-of-war informs the Donna/Sofia duality and while her 
dogged pursuit of political is straightforward, her deepest motivations remain a 
mystery, even to herself. She thrives in ambiguity.  

 



Señorita, by its textures and colors, looks nothing like the gritty, neorealist films that 
have recently come from the Philippines. The scenes and tableaux are depicted as 
Donna/Sofia’s elaborate fantasy, her dream of what her life should be. In her 
domestic scenes with Tomas, there is some element of artifice, of role-playing, 
albeit on a subliminal level compared to her sessions with paying clients.  

Finally, I don’t consider Señorita a political film but it is a film about power – the 
hunger for power, the heady pursuit of it and the lengths people go to keep it. Each 
of the main characters play cat and mouse with each other, playing their cards 
close to the chest. Knowledge, to them, is one kind of power. Political power is 
another. And, of course, sexual power – the kind Sofia wields over men whose 
fantasies she brings to life. The boundaries of sex and politics increasingly blur the 
deeper Donna gets involved in the elections. At the beginnng of Señorita, Donna 
would divide people into two categories: those who have power and those who do 
not. But unlike the play of shadow and light in noir cinema, Donna gradually and 
painfully realizes that reality is far from black and white. 
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION  

Philippines, 2011 

Type: Narrative/Fiction 

Language: Filipino w/ English subtitles 

Shooting Format: HD (Canon 550D) 

99 minutes / 16:9 / Color / Stereo  

SYNOPSIS 

Wanting to quit sex work in Manila and start a new life elsewhere, Sofia, a 
transgender woman (played by the director himself, Vincent Sandoval), gets her 
chance when an old friend asks Sofia to look after her 12-year-old son Tomas while 
she works overseas for a year. Sofia packs her bags and moves to Talisay, a small 
town, where she reinvents herself as Donna, guardian of young Tomas. As she's 
about to settle into this quiet, idyllic life, the past creeps up on Donna-- she 
discovers that town mayor Tiongson who is seeking re-election is a crony of her 
regular client back in Manila, Verano.  

Determined to erase any trace of her past from her new life with Tomas, Donna 
discreetly hatches a plan to remove Tiongson from power and rid the town of 
Verano’s influence. As election season begins, Donna offers to help the campaign 
of Tiongon’s opponent, who is unaware of Donna’s true motives. To finance his 
campaign, Donna decides to return to Manila once a week for sex work – under 
the guise of joining gay beauty pageants. As the stakes get higher, Donna realizes 
that there is no easy way out of the double life she is leading.  
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